To the Editor,

As the world battles the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, wading through the deluge of published COVID-19 research has become a challenge for clinicians. Despite a strong push for the practice of evidence-based medicine over the past decades, a search of COVID-19 literature in recent months paints a different picture. The use of hydroxychloroquine has been the 'poster child' for the importance of conducting randomized controlled trials (RCTs), initially showing promise in uncontrolled studies\[[@bib1]\] and even being recommended by governmental leaders, only to later show no benefit in RCTs.\[[@bib2]\] Similarly, many observational studies have reported on risk factors for COVID-19. A recent genome wide association analysis (GWAS) has implicated that blood group A patients had a higher risk of severe COVID-19 compared to other blood types,\[[@bib3]\] while other studies have found associations between vitamin D levels/latitude, and Bacille de Calmette et Guérin (BCG) vaccine and mortality to COVID-19.\[[@bib4]\] Based on the results of these studies, shall we tell our blood group A patients to stay home or tell everyone to take vitamin D or get vaccinated with BCG? What are the mechanisms underlying these relationships? Although blood group antigens are known to play a role in infections, the results of the recent GWAS study may have been influenced by the control group comprised of blood donors and the lack of adjustment for comorbidities.\[[@bib5]\] Low vitamin D levels have often been associated with a higher risk of infections, but vitamin D supplementation has not been shown to prevent respiratory infections among adults with low vitamin D levels.\[[@bib6]\] The BCG vaccine is thought to provide broad protection against other infections, but a recent study showed no difference in rates of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection among vaccinated or unvaccinated adults.\[[@bib7]\] Overall, evidence supporting a causal relationship between blood types, vitamin D, and BCG vaccine and COVID-19 risk are scant.

The 'big data' and 'real world data' movements have gained an increasing foothold in the pages of high-impact journals during the pandemic, but it is important to remember that correlation does not equal causation. To further demonstrate our point, we studied the correlation between the global ranking of the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) and the ranking of COVID-19 cases by country ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). A ranking of countries based on the highest total number COVID-19 cases was calculated on June 16, 2020 based on data from the open-source 'World-O-Meter' online data repository.\[[@bib5]\] The FIFA ranking is a point-based system derived by adding points a national football team gains from playing international matches over the period of the last 4 years. Points are given for the outcome of the match, the importance of the match and the strength of the opposing team. We found a strong positive correlation between a country's FIFA ranking and their COVID-19 ranking (R^2^=0.40, *p\<*0.0001). This association was stronger than those of the prevalence of diabetes or obesity with COVID-19 risk (data not shown). Indeed, multiple football players in the Premier League, Serie A, La Liga, etc. have been reported to test positive for SARS-CoV-2 since the beginning of COVID-19 pandemic. Does this mean that people who are skilled in playing football are at increased risk of catching SARS-CoV-2 or of spreading it? Or does COVID-19 make you a better football player? This is unlikely to be the correct conclusion to draw from these findings. However, there might be alternate explanations. The mass gatherings at football stadiums early in the pandemic may have contributed to the spread of SARS-CoV-2 or the cross-border travel of the supporters during the UEFA Champions League may have spread it to multiple European countries. Or is it possible that SARS-CoV-2 spread among the guests in the football pubs where the supporters got drunk without social distancing and face coverings? These latter explanations appear more reasonable than the former, but no matter how strong, correlation does not equal to causation.Figure 1Scatterplot showing the association between national football team FIFA ranking and the respective country's COVID-19 ranking based on total confirmed COVID-19 cases.Figure 1

While much of the published COVID-19 observational research has been fueled by genuine scientific curiosity, we must not let our desperate effort to identify at-risk-populations and effective treatments erase our appreciation of the well-established hierarchy of evidence. Instead, we should not forget that outcomes of observational studies are only hypothesis forming, allowing closer examination of the situation to identify whether a true causation can be established between the two variables.
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